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Electronic voting provides accuracy and efficiency to the electoral processes. World democracies would benefit from a secure e-voting system not only to improve voter participation and trust but also to prevent electoral fraud. However, current e-voting systems are complex and have security weaknesses. In this paper, we describe a secure e-voting system for national and local elections (S-Vote). This system satisfies the important requirements of an e-voting system through state-of-the-art technologies and secure processes. S-Vote relies on homomorphic cryptography, zero-knowledge proofs, biometrics, smartcards, open-source software, and secure computers for securely and efficiently implementing the system processes over the various stages of the electoral process, without relying on online network connections. We outline the main conclusions of the pilot implementations of S-Vote that tested the main technologies and processes used. We also explain how the used technologies and processes achieve the system requirement. In conclusion, we recommend adopting S-Vote for its security, flexibility, economic, and scalability features.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are a wide range of electronic voting types that utilize electronic means in the various stages of elections from lists preparation through voting to tallying ballots. These e-voting systems promise many benefits such as accuracy in determining voter intent, saving effort, and speed in counting ballots [1-4]. The early punch card systems and the optical scan voting systems save efforts in counting votes. However, newer e-voting systems such as direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting systems and public network DRE voting systems could, in addition to saving effort, provide better accuracy and speed. On the other hand, e-voting systems are complex and criticized for providing many opportunities for electoral fraud [5-7].

Many democracies all over the world have serious problems throughout their election processes. These problems include voter lists manipulation, ballots stuffing, voter intimidation, and vote buying. The voting centers are often heavily staffed to administer identity check, voting eligibility, and ballot dispersal. Some staff members unfaithfully enforce the regulations for the benefit of their favorite candidates. Identity check is intricate business in cultures where women or men cover their faces. Moreover, primitive techniques are often used to disallow multiple voting such as cutting the edge of the ID
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Fig. 1. (a) Covered-face voters pose problems in identity check; (b) Cutting the ID card edge to disallow multiple voting; (c) Dipping the voter’s finger in special ink to disallow multiple voting.

card or dipping the voter’s finger in special ink. See the illustrations in Fig. 1.

These problems lower trust in the political system and electoral processes and, consequently, adversely affect participation in the political life. Moreover, the Arab Spring revolts are transforming several authoritarian countries into fragile democratic societies [8]. These societies, who have long suffered from suppression, will falsification, election fraud, and mock elections, look forward to new fair election systems that they can trust. The Jordanian Ministry of Political Development suggested starting this project to develop an e-voting system that improves trust in the political system and participation in the political life. The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN Women) supports this project to enhance women political participation.

This paper describes the e-voting system (S-Vote) developed in this project utilizing state-of-the-art technologies to achieve high accuracy, security, flexibility, and scalability. We believe that S-Vote can be practically implemented in many countries and would improve trust and participation in the political life. It efficiently achieves the e-voting requirements described below.

The main contributions of this work are: (i) we selected a collection of available technologies and algorithms suitable for a secure national e-voting system, (ii) we developed appropriate voting processes that incorporate these technologies to satisfy the requirements of e-voting systems, and (iii) we developed a distributed system without online communication connections among its components, thus this system is immune to network attacks and breakages.

In the rest of this introduction, we summarize the main requirements of an e-voting system and review the related work. Section 2 provides a general overview of S-Vote’s components. Section 3 describes the technologies that have been used. Section 4 describes the system processes that have been designed to carry out the various electoral stages. Section 5 describes the pilot implementations and discusses the system features that satisfy the system requirements and secure it against various attacks. The last section provides the concluding remarks of this paper and outlines the future work.

1.1 E-voting System Requirements

Electronic voting systems should fulfill several requirements [2, 9-11]. In the following paragraphs, we describe the main requirements.
**Accuracy:** The e-voting system does not allow altering or deleting a validated vote and does not count any ineligible vote in the final tally.

**Democracy:** It allows only eligible voters to vote and allows every voter to vote only once.

**Privacy:** It does not disclose the votes of the respective voters and does not allow any voter to prove how she voted. This is a fundamental requirement to avoid voter intimidation and vote selling.

**Verifiability:** It allows anyone to verify that all votes were correctly counted. And in case of electoral disputes, it provides means for rechecking the results.

**Security:** It always satisfies the accuracy, democracy, and privacy requirements and does not allow inside or outside attackers to undermine these requirements. Additionally, it satisfies reliability, availability, and data integrity requirements.

**Acceptance:** It is accepted by voters and candidates who believe that the system is fair and they trust its results. This requirement depends on all above requirements.

**Flexibility:** It can carry out various types of elections for parliaments, municipalities, student boards, plebiscites, referendums, etc. Flexibility provides economic advantage when the same system is used to conduct multiple electoral processes in a certain country or city. A necessary aspect of the flexibility, which is needed for democracy, is the universality in allowing any eligible voter to vote irrespective of her native language, special needs, or literacy level. One more important aspect is the mobility in allowing the voter to vote in any voting center that is most convenient to her.

**Cost effectiveness:** It uses economic software and hardware components. This requirement is particularly important for large-scale elections.

**Scalability:** It efficiently enables carrying out various sizes of elections. The election size can be small (up to few hundred voters, e.g., electing the speaker of a parliament), medium (thousands of voters, e.g., electing the city board), or large (millions of voters, e.g., general parliamentary elections). When the system is used in various election sizes, it achieves flexibility, provides better return on investment, and facilitates productizing it in mass quantities.

1.2 Related Work

The literature has many studies that analyze the effectiveness and security of existing e-voting systems. Although voting automation is gaining acceptance, creating comprehensive e-voting systems is hindered by security, verifiability, and acceptance issues [5-7, 10, 12-15]. Problems found in existing systems include ineffective voter authentication, lack or insufficient use of cryptography, vulnerabilities of used computers to network attacks, software problems and loop holes, and public distrust.
There have been a number of e-voting systems used in different countries with varying success degrees [16]. Voting over the internet has been adopted in Estonia [17]. The Estonian e-voting experiment shows that, although the technological and logistical requirements might be available, the most important issue is the voter and candidate acceptance. Although Estonia has an IT-literate community (Estonia pays more than any other country on ICT per capita), less than 1% of the constituency voted using the online system. Although voting over the internet is becoming more popular in Norway, it frequently suffers setbacks due to incidents of fraud, privacy concerns, and vulnerability to vote buying and voter coercion [15].

Electronic voting machines are used in India, which is the largest democracy. The Indian system mainly mimics a manual voting ballot box, but replacing the paper with buttons [18]. Although the system works quite well in electronically capturing voter intent, it lacks connectivity and flexibility features. Although the electoral machines themselves are cheap, the cost of moving them under strict security all over India is high.

Several researchers have proposed secure, trustworthy, and scalable e-voting systems [19-21]. REVS is an e-voting system that allows voters to cast their votes over the internet [10, 22]. The system has excellent robustness and security features. However, internet voting systems are very vulnerable to voter intimidation and vote selling. Paul and Tanenbaum describe an electronic voting approach that incorporates a trustworthy process based on open source software and built-in redundant safeguards that prevent tampering [3]. However, the system depends on the mail system and relies on external measures to check voter identities. VoteBox is a verifiable e-voting system that has the DREs interconnected by local networks in the Auditorium scheme [23]. Each DRE broadcasts its events and records received events for high verifiability. Moreover, the DREs have reduced software stack through using pre-rendered graphics. However, VoteBox does not handle voter registration, eligibility, and list management. ProVotE is an end-to-end e-voting system with a voter verified paper audit trial [4]. It uses formal methods in the design and validation of the voting machines. Similar to [17, 20-23], ProVotE requires online network connections.

Baudron et al. describe an election system that uses Paillier cryptosystem and zero-knowledge proofs [24]. Paillier cryptosystem has some homomorphic operations that allow tallying the encrypted ballots, thus preserving the voter privacy. However, the used zero-knowledge proofs are inefficient in the limited vote elections.

S-Vote differs from other e-voting systems in having three features that are not all present in any other system, namely: (i) complete system including voter authentication and voter list management, (ii) no online network connection requirement, and (iii) no vulnerability to voter intimidation and vote selling. Table 1 summarizes the features that are missing from other e-voting systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missing Feature</th>
<th>System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion of voter authentication and/or voter list management</td>
<td>[3], [18], [19], [23], [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No need for online network connections</td>
<td>[4], [20], [21, [22], [23], [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not vulnerable to voter intimidation and vote selling</td>
<td>[17, [21], [22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fig. 2 shows the main components of S-Vote. It consists of enrollment workstations, registrar computer, civil database, voting kiosks, central register, tally decryption computers, and publication server. As shown, these components are interconnected via a network (WAN or the internet). Some of these components such as the enrollment workstations have continuous network connections and are drawn with solid connections. However, other components such as the registrar do not rely on online network connections. Such components are drawn with dashed network connections. These components communicate through interchanging signed files. This interchange can be done through the network or through removable storage media when network connections are unavailable or insecure. The enrollment workstations, registrar computer, and civil database are owned and operated by the specialized civil information department (CID). The central register and publication server are housed and operated by a specialized national information technology center (NITC) that has secure IT facilities. The following paragraphs briefly describe these components. More detail is available in latter sections.

**Enrollment workstations:** The enrollment workstations are used by the CID staff to register voters, enter and update their data, and issue personal ID cards. These ID cards are smartcards used in the voting process. Each administration workstation is equipped with a fingerprint scanner and a smartcard reader. These workstations are used to capture all needed voter data and update the civil database.

**Registrar computer:** Every CID branch should have one registrar computer. This is a secure computer as described in Section 3. This registrar has a smartcard reader and is used to activate smartcards and extract copies of their data.
Civil database: The civil database server is the main CID database server and holds civil records and voter information. The enrollment workstations communicate with the civil server through web services. Web services with secure sockets layer (SSL) provide security features in addition to their excellent access [25].

Voting kiosks: The voting kiosks are located in the voting centers. Each voting kiosk has a touch screen, smartcard reader, fingerprint scanner, and printer. The touch screen provides fast and friendly user interface for casting votes.

Central register: This is another secure computer where enrollment data, voter eligibility lists, and filled ballots are aggregated and processed. This computer plays a central role in maintaining voter lists, preparing ballots, and verifying and tallying filled ballots. Additionally, the central register exports encrypted voting tallies to the tally decryption computers and exports the voter lists and voting data to the publication server for public verification.

Tally decryption computers: These computers are responsible for decrypting the final voting tallies. They use distributed cryptographic key generation and threshold decryption algorithms as described in Section 3.

Publication server: This is a web server that is used to post electoral information and results. Cryptographic public keys, eligible voter list, filled encrypted ballots, and voting results are posted on this server. Mirror sites for this server can be used to counter denial-of-service attacks and to distribute the load.

3. TECHNOLOGIES USED

This section introduces the technologies that have been adopted in S-Vote.

3.1 Cryptography

Standard cryptographic techniques are used to improve security [13]. The industry-standard public key cryptography (PKC) is used in S-Vote for achieving authentication and confidentiality [26]. Public key cryptography relies on cryptographic key pairs. A key pair for System $X$ $K^X$ consists of private key $K^X_{-}$ and public key $K^X_{+}$. The private key is only known to $X$; whereas the public key must be made available to the other systems communicating with $X$. When $X$ encrypts (signs) message $m$ using its private key $K^X_{-}(m)$ and sends it, the receiver validates that $X$ is the source of the encrypted message when it successfully decrypts $K^X_{+}(m)$ using the public key to retrieve the original message $K^X_{-}(K^X_{+}(m)) = m$. When a message is encrypted using the public key $K^X_{+}(m)$, the confidentiality is achieved as only the holder of the private key can decrypt it $K^X_{-}(K^X_{+}(m)) = m$. Using 2048-bit RSA encryption keys provides security level sufficient for this system at the current state of the art [27].

We also use digital signatures for authentication and to protect data integrity. A signed message is a message along with its encrypted digest $m + K^X_{-}(H(m))$. The crypto-
graphic hash algorithm SHA-256 is used to compute the message digest $H(m)$. Authenticity and integrity are validated when the digest computed by the receiver from the received message $m$ matches the digest recovered using $K_x(K_y(H(m)))$.

### 3.2 Homomorphic Cryptography

We use Paillier cryptosystem for its useful homomorphic properties in preserving the privacy of votes [28]. Although, there are other homomorphic cryptosystems such as ElGamal and Goldwasser-Micali [26], Paillier is better suited for e-voting and has mature solutions for distributed key generation, threshold decryption, and zero-knowledge proofs, as detailed below. Particularly, this system allows finding the sum of encrypted votes by multiplying them. The votes and the tally remain encrypted, thus preserving the privacy of the voters:

$$KV + (m_1 + m_2) = KV + (m_1) \times KV + (m_2).$$

For flexibility, we support the limited vote election [29]. We allow each voter to select up to $O$ options from $C$ candidates. The vote of each voter $V_i$ is encoded as a voting vector $(m_{i,1}, m_{i,2}, \ldots, m_{i,C})$ where $m_{i,j} = 0$ or 1 for $l = 1, 2, \ldots, C$ and $m_{i,j} = 1$ iff the voter chooses the candidate $l$. The voting vector is encrypted to the vector $(c_{i,1}, c_{i,2}, \ldots, c_{i,C})$ and the homomorphic property allows finding the encrypted tally of option $l$ by $\prod_{i=1}^{V} c_{i,l}$, where $V$ is the number of voters.

### 3.3 Distributed Key Generation and Threshold Cryptosystem

To protect voters’ privacy, no single party can be trusted to possess the voting decryption key $K_y$ that allows this party to uncover how voters have voted. Therefore, we use a threshold version of Paillier cryptosystem [30]. In this version, at least $t + 1$ parties should cooperate to decrypt the encrypted tally. Any number of parties $t$ or fewer will not be able to decrypt the tally or any voter’s ballot. To achieve this configuration, the key is generated using a distributed key generation algorithm among $n$ parties. It is required that $n > 2t$ and no $t + 1$ parties or more would conspire to violate voter privacy. We adopted the distributed cryptosystem developed by Nishide and Sakurai [31]. This new system is based on Paillier cryptosystem, supports threshold decryption, and does not require a trusted dealer. The following is a brief description of this system. For fuller detail and correctness proofs, kindly see [31].

**Distributed key generation:** The $n$ parties conduct the following steps to generate an RSA modulus $N = pq$ [32].

1. Every party $P_i (1 \leq i \leq n)$ selects random secrets $p_i$ & $q_i$ of certain properties.
2. The parties adopt a large prime number $P^* > (n(3 \times 2^{2k}))^2 > 2N$ where $k$ is the desired key length.
3. The $n$ parties use the BGW protocol proposed in [33] to compute $N = pq = \sum_{i=0}^{n} p_i \times \sum_{i=0}^{n} q_i \mod P^*$. This step allows computing and publishing the RSA modulus without exposing its factors. Moreover, the parties have at the end of this step a polynomial sharing of Euler totient function $\phi(N)$ because $\phi(N) = N + 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{n}(p_i + q_i)$ [31].
4. The parties perform a distributed test to ensure that $N$ is a product of two primes [32]. If the test fails, the parties repeat Steps 1 through 4. This test does not reveal the two
Each party $P_i$ selects random integers $\beta_i \in [0, KN]$ and $R_i \in [0, K^2N]$ where $1/K$ is negligible. The sum $\sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta R_i$ (where $\Delta = n!$) is shared as polynomial $f_i(x)$ among all parties using Pedersen’s verifiable secret sharing [34].

6. By using the BGW protocol, the parties compute and publish $\theta' = \Delta \phi(N) \sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta_i + N \left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} R_i\right)$. This completes the public key generation $PK = (N, G, \theta')$ and $G = N + 1$.

Let $\beta = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta_i$ and $\phi = \phi(N)$; then $\theta' = \Delta \phi \beta + N f_i(x)$. The value $-\Delta \phi \beta$ is shared as the polynomial $f(x) = N f_i(x) - \theta'$ which constitutes a distributed secret key $SK = \Delta \phi \beta$.

**Encryption:** The votes are encrypted into cypher text $c_{i,l} = K_i^l(m_{i,l}) = K_i^l(M) = G^{ul} \cdot N^{v} \mod N^2$ where $x$ is randomly selected and $x \in Z_{N^2}$.

**Decryption:** Every party $P_i$ computes and publishes its partial decryption share $c_i = c_i^2 \Delta f_i(\theta)$ mod $N^2$. Then every party can combine $t+1$ partial decryption shares of Subset $S$ of the parties to get $M = L \left(\prod_{j \in S} c_j^{2 \Delta f_j} \mod N^2\right) \times \frac{1}{-4 \Delta^2 \theta'} \mod N$ where $\lambda_{x,j} = \prod_{j \in S} \frac{u_j - f_j}{f - f}$ and the function $L$ is defined as $L(u) = \frac{u - 1}{N}$. Note that $\prod_{j \in S} c_j^{2 \Delta f_j} = e^{4 \phi \sum_{j \in S} f_j} = e^{4 \phi (\Delta f)}$, i.e., this product implements the secret key $\Delta \phi \beta$.

Throughout the key generation and decryption phases outlined above, the parties interchange zero-knowledge proofs to prove that they have implemented their computations faithfully and selected numbers according to the required properties.

### 3.4 Zero-Knowledge Proofs

As the votes are tallied using the encrypted voting vectors, it is necessary to ensure that the encrypted vectors carry valid votes. For example, voter $V_i$ can cheat by submitting the vote $c_{i,l} = K_i^l(1000)$ for his favorite candidate $l$ instead of $c_{i,l} = K_i^l(1)$. Therefore, we require that the voters submit zero-knowledge proofs that their voting vectors are valid and adhere to the rules described above without revealing their votes [35]. Vote verification checks are usually the bottleneck in homomorphic e-voting systems as they involve lengthy calculations [29]. For possibly large number of candidates $C$, the batched zero-knowledge proof and verification approach offers excellent efficiency [36]. We adopted a non-interactive version of Protocol 2 described in [37] which is flexible and efficient, honest-verifier, batched zero-knowledge protocol. This protocol is made non-interactive using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [38]. In this protocol, the voter proves the following two criteria:

\[ \lambda_{x,j}^c(K_i^j(c_{i,j}) = 0 \lor K_i^j(c_{i,j}) = 1), \]

\[ KN \left[ \left( \prod_{j \in S} c_{i,j} \right)^{1/2} \right]^{|S|}. \]

Criterion (1) is a proof that every element in the voting vector is either 0 or 1. Criterion (2) is a proof of knowledge of the $N^2$ root and demonstrates that there are exactly $O$ ones in the voting vector. Note that $G$ and $N$ are part of the public key.
3.5 Biometrics

One of the important security safeguards in S-Vote is the use of Biometrics for voter authentication [39, 40]. Among the physical biometrics such as fingerprint, iris, retina, and hand geometry, we adopted the fingerprint. The fingerprint biometric offers low cost and high accuracy, user acceptance, stability, and ease of use [41].

During voter registration, the voter’s fingerprint is scanned and its reference template is computed and stored. The claimed identity of the voter is verified through comparing the template of the presented fingerprint with the reference template [42].

As some voters have amputated fingers or unreadable fingerprints, the system should allow exceptional authentication through personal identification numbers (PIN).

3.6 Smartcards

Smartcards have successfully been used as smart ID cards in many businesses and countries. In addition to showing the photo and the data of the holder similar to conventional ID cards, smartcards provide many other benefits. The smartcard’s non-volatile memory and processing capabilities allow storing personal information securely and performing encryption and authentication functions [43].

Access to smartcards is often regulated through entering the right PIN or presenting the right biometric template. Biometric templates are better than PINs because PINs can be disclosed, but templates are “measures of what you are” [44]. In template-on-card (TOC) scheme, the host computer compares the captured biometric template with the reference stored in the smartcard. Positive match unlocks the smartcard’s full functionality. However, in the match-on-card (MOC) scheme, the captured template is compared by the smartcard’s processor [45]. Thus, better security is achieved as the reference template never leaves the card. There are even new devices that integrate fingerprint scanner in the smartcard reader. MOC is adopted in S-Vote.

The cryptographic capabilities of modern smartcards are utilized in S-Vote. Mainly, smartcards are used to generate unique key pair for every voter, hold the private key securely, and sign the encrypted ballot for authentication.

3.7 Open Source Software

For this large system, we recommend using free and open source software (FOSS) to reduce cost and improve security [46]. The system should use ready open-source operating systems, components, and applications, whenever is possible. Moreover, the voting software developed for S-Vote should be FOSS [47-49].

Open source software is usually free and is continually revised by many people. Thus, problems are discovered faster and solutions are made available in a more timely fashion. Code auditing is effective in discovering code hacks and vulnerabilities [5]. Although FOSS might pose an exposure problem initially, it provides higher security and robustness on the long run. However, it is important to make the first release publicly available for a long time before the first election. Making the voting software available to the public also improves the public acceptance of the e-voting system.
A special organization should be established to develop and maintain the open source software of the system and appropriate software development processes should be used [50]. The development team of this organization should be responsible of developing the code, publically publishing its releases, and handling the public’s change requests. Another team should be responsible for reviewing changes and certifying the product.

3.8 Secure Computers

S-Vote uses a collection of secure computers: registrar, central register, and voting kiosks [51]. These computers run certified software and are not connected with other computers through any wired or wireless networks to minimize external threats. They, however, communicate with other system components through exchanging signed packages on removable storage media such as smartcards and USB Flash memories.

These computers are prepared using the special processes described in the following section. Once the certified software is installed, the secure computer is physically locked to prohibit tampering with its software. Moreover, a seal is placed to detect any violation. Software attestation gives assurance that the running software is authentic [3].

These computers achieve high reliability and availability through storage replication, routine backup, state machine operation, and uninterruptable power supplies (UPS). The data that is maintained by these computers is stored on internal hard disks with digests to allow error detection. The data is also replicated on an external storage device such as USB Flash memory or external hard disk. The external storage also facilitates taking routine backups. Although UPS is available for the central register, kiosks may suffer from intentional or accidental power failures. Therefore, the kiosks are state machines and state changes are stored in the hard disk. After recovering from power failure, the kiosk resumes operation at the state it has reached [4].

3.9 Electronic Kiosks

Electronic kiosks are widely used in banks and utility companies in the customer and queue management systems. These kiosks usually have rugged case, built-in PC, touch screen, thermal printer, and optional card reader. Such kiosks can be easily adapted to serve as voting kiosks. However, fingerprint scanners need to be attached and some kiosks should be equipped with additional user interface devices for voters with special needs. In case that the elections are held on weekends and to reduce ownership costs, kiosks may be rented from banks and utility companies. This idea can be extended to rent also the reception halls of these companies to conduct vote casting. Well-designed user interface eliminates many voter errors [5, 6].

4. SYSTEM PROCESSES

S-Vote has a collection of processes to fulfill its requirements. The flowchart shown in Fig. 3 summarizes these processes and the order of their application in the electoral process. The following seven subsections describe these processes.
4.1 Key Management

S-Vote uses several asymmetric cryptographic key pairs. Table 2 summarizes these keys through showing the key pair symbol, usage purpose, private key place, and public key place. The management of the first four pairs is described in this subsection. Whereas, $K_i$ is described in Section 4.2 and $K_K$ is described in Section 4.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Private key place</th>
<th>Public key user(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_C$</td>
<td>Central register authentication</td>
<td>Central register</td>
<td>Publication server, kiosks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_R$</td>
<td>Voter Registration</td>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>Central register, kiosks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_D$</td>
<td>Eligibility lists</td>
<td>Civil database</td>
<td>Central register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_V$</td>
<td>Vote encryption</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Central register, kiosks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_i$</td>
<td>Voter signature</td>
<td>Smartcard</td>
<td>Central register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_K$</td>
<td>Kiosk signature</td>
<td>Kiosk</td>
<td>Central register</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Electoral process flowchart.

The central register’s key pair is generated in the central register itself. While, the private key $K_C$ never leaves the central register, the public key $K_C$ is transferred through a removable medium (RM) such as USB Flash memory to the publication server. The publication server publishes $K_C$ and makes it available to all system components. Similarly, the registrar and civil database key pairs are generated on the respective computers and are transferred to the central register on removable media. All public key distribution is done through proper chains of custody to avoid any fraud. Alternatively, a certification authority CA can be used to securely certify the public keys [52].

The voting key $K_V$ is generated using the distributed algorithm described in Sec-
A group of $n$ parties is needed to generate the voting key and share secret shares of the decryption key $K_{V_t}$. At least $t + 1$ parties of this group must collaborate to decrypt the voting tally or to decrypt a voter’s vote; where $n > 2t$.

The hard problem is to find such a group that does not contain a subgroup of $t + 1$ parties that would conspire to violate the privacy of voters and decrypt their votes. We think that a good solution is to have a group of size $n = 7$ and includes technical representatives of the largest three political parties, a head independent judge, and three other independent judges. This group swears that they will not disclose their secret shares and will only use these shares to decrypt the final tally. However, only the head judge and the three political representatives ($t + 1 = 4$) participate in the final tally decryption. Other judges would only participate in case some of the other parties are absent for any reason.

In this process, each of the seven parties is given a new notebook computer, the certified key generation software is installed on every notebook, and the seven notebooks participate over a private LAN to generate the key. Each party confidentially keeps his/her notebook that holds a share of the secret key. These notebooks are also used in the final tally decryption as described in Section 4.6 below.

### 4.2 Voter Registration

Fig. 4 summarizes the process of registering a voter. The voter data is captured on one of the enrollment workstations including the voter’s fingerprint template and photo. After performing the necessary checks and approvals, the enrollment workstation updates the civil database and issues an inactive ID smartcard. The smartcard is activated using the registrar computer.

![Voter registration process diagram](image)

Initially, the registrar instructs the smartcard to generate a unique encryption key for the voter $V_t$. The private key $K_t$ never leaves the smartcard, whereas the public key $K_{V_t}$ is kept in the registrar’s local storage.

The voter’s data is read from the smartcard and is stored in the registrar’s local storage. The registrar keeps an append-only local database of registered voters to reduce security threats. The registrar activates the smartcard by adding to the smartcard’s data.
Data, its signature of the data’s digest $K_R(H(Data))$. This signature is necessary to prohibit attackers from creating or altering smartcards.

Fig. 5 shows the data fields that are kept in the smartcard. The card serial number is a unique read-only card number. The voter ID, is a unique voter number issued by the CID. The birth date, precinct ID, and ethnic group fields are important in processing voting eligibility. Additionally, these three fields together with the preferred language, special needs, and literacy fields are used by the voting kiosks. Based on these six fields, the kiosk presents to the voter the appropriate ballot in the preferred language and with appropriate user interface for voters of special needs and illiterate voters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card serial number</th>
<th>Voter ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth date</td>
<td>Precinct ID</td>
<td>Electro group</td>
<td>Preferred language</td>
<td>Special needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint template</td>
<td>Photo</td>
<td>Registrar’s signature</td>
<td>Private voter key</td>
<td>Voting receipts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Smartcard data.

The smartcard holds three additional fields: (i) registrar’s signature of the above fields $K_R(H(Data))$; (ii) hidden voter private key $K_v$; and (iii) IDs of the ballot types which the voter has filled along with their voting receipts.

4.3 Voter List Preparation

Fig. 6 summarizes the process of preparing, auditing, and accrediting the voter list. At the end of the voter registration period, the voters’ data is exported from the registrar computers and aggregated in the central register. Every registrar exports one signed package that includes for each voter her data $Data$, and her public key $K_v$. The central register aggregates these packages and removes any redundancy, if there is any. Redundancy is expected when multiple smartcards or smartcard updates is issued to the same voter. The central register adopts the last update of a particular voter from its last-issued smartcard. The election committee prepares the list of eligible voters and exports this list from the civil database in a signed package. The central register imports this package and prepares the initial voter list. A voter can only appear in the initial list when she has matching records in both the registrar and the civil database packages. The initial voter list is exported from the central database and published on the publication server along with the list of excluded voters and exclusion reasons. In the voter list, the name, precinct ID, sex, age, and ethnic group of every eligible voter is included.

The public audits the initial list, and according to the relevant laws, the process of objections, review, contest, and court decisions is implemented. Then an updated eligibility list is prepared and used in the central register to update the voter list. This update includes deletions, insertions, and changing voters’ precincts. Deleting a voter can simply be done by deleting her record from the updated eligibility list. However, inserting a voter can only be done when there is a registrar record for the voter. Nonetheless, this process allows detecting missing registrar packages and importing them. Changing a
voter’s precinct may create a problem when the updated precinct mismatches the one in the smartcard. The solution for this problem is to include in the packages exported to the kiosks the updated precinct. The kiosk then presents to the voter the ballot of the updated precinct and overrides the precinct ID stored in the smartcard.

At the end of this process, the final voter list is exported from the central register and published on the publication server. This list cannot be changed and is consulted later when the filled ballots are tallied.

4.4 Ballot Management

The ballots are designed and maintained on the central register. Each ballot is an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file that includes the following content: ballot ID, precinct or sector, ethnic group, language, one or more questions, two or more candidate answers for each question C, and maximum allowable selections for each question O. The ballot forms are exported and published on the publication server as shown in Fig. 7. Just before the election time, the central register exports signed kit for preparing the voting kiosks. This kit includes the ballot forms, public keys of the registrars, any voter precinct overrides, and the public voting encryption key. During the preparation process of a kiosk, this kit is verified and imported. Then the kiosk’s encryption key pair $K_E$ is generated and exported to the central register. Similar to the key $K_R$, the management of this key is through appropriate custody chain.

4.5 Voting

Fig. 8 shows a simplified flowchart for the voting process. The voter starts by in-
serting her smartcard into the voting kiosk’s smartcard reader and presenting her fingerprint to the fingerprint scanner. The kiosk computes the fingerprint template and sends the template to the smartcard for verification. Once the card holder identity is verified, the smartcard is unlocked and the kiosk reads the voter’s data $\textbf{Data}$, along with the registrar’s signature. Using the relevant registrar’s public key $K_{r}$, the kiosk verifies the authenticity of the card. Additionally, the kiosk checks what voting receipts are stored on the smartcard to disallow multiple voting by the same voter. After this, the kiosk presents the appropriate ballot form through the suitable user interface according to the relevant $\textbf{Data}$ fields.

Once the voter completes filling the ballot, the kiosk generates the encrypted voting
vectors and the zero-knowledge proofs. These encrypted vectors $K'_i(Ballon)$ and their ZK proofs $Proof(Ballon)$ are sent to the smartcard for signature. The smartcard signs them by computing the voting receipt using $K'_i(H(K'_i(Ballon) + Proof(Ballon)))$ and returns this receipt to the kiosk. This receipt is also stored in the smartcard along with the ballot ID to disallow multiple voting. For privacy reasons, the kiosk stores, in its local storage, the encrypted ballot vectors, ZK proofs, and voting receipts. It does not keep the plain-text voting vectors.

Finally, the kiosk prints the filled ballot and the voting receipt. The kiosk prints an anonymous hard copy of the filled ballot which must be inserted in a clear ballot box. The printed ballot can be man and machine-readable to allow fast optical scanning in case of a need for recount [53] or to verify the results of the kiosk. This paper trail exposes any kiosk tampering by validating the kiosk’s manual count against the homomorphic tally of the kiosk’s ballots. As this tally is encrypted, the validation is completed through threshold decryption as described in the following section. The voter keeps a hard copy of the voting receipt to verify that her ballot is ultimately counted [54]. Note that this receipt cannot be used to prove or discover the voter’s vote.

4.6 Vote Tallying

Fig. 9 shows the vote tallying process. After terminating the voting stage, each kiosk exports a signed package that includes the voter IDs, the encrypted voting vectors, ZK proofs, and the voting receipts. For accuracy purposes, the kiosk does not allow voting after exporting its signed package. The central register verifies authenticity and integrity of the signed packages using relevant public keys $K'_c$ and aggregates all ballots.

![Fig. 9. Vote tallying process.](image)
For each voter ballot record, the central register performs the following checks:

1. The voter’s ID is in the final voter list.
2. The encrypted ballot carries valid voting vectors. It checks the ZK proof.
3. The encrypted ballot and the ZK proof are authentic and from voter . It checks that
   \[ H(K(V) + \text{Proof}(Ballo)) = K(Receive). \]
4. The voter does not have multiple voter ballot records.

The central register builds and exports two lists: ineligible votes list and eligible votes list. The ineligible votes list contains any voter ballot record that fails any of the four checks above (with reason). The eligible list contains all other valid records. These lists are published on the publication server so that anyone can verify what votes have reached the final tally. Through publishing voting receipts, voters can verify that their ballots have reached the central register. And through publishing the encrypted eligible ballots, anyone can audit the encrypted tally without violating the voters’ privacy.

Then the central register finds the encrypted tally of the eligible encrypted ballots using the homomorphic property of Paillier’s cryptosystem described in Section 3.2. It calculates the products of the corresponding fields of the encrypted voting vectors and exports these products to the \( t + 1 \) tally decryption computers described in Section 4.1. These computers perform the threshold decryption algorithm described in Section 3.3 to unveil the final election results and publish them on the publication server.

4.7 Other Processes

There are other important processes for preparing the system components. Special processes are needed to install software and to configure the secure components: central register, registrars, and kiosks. Special events are held to prepare these components. Technical representatives of the election committee, NGOs, and political parties should be present to witness these events. In these events, the components are prepared using certified software and signed voting kits before physically looking and sealing them.

5. DISCUSSION

We have implemented pilot projects to test some of the main ideas proposed in this paper. These pilot projects and their results are published in a technical report [55]. The first pilot system was used in a scientific exhibition. A total of 784 exhibition visitors used the voting kiosk shown in Fig. 10 to select the best project exhibition. This kiosk is based on an electronic kiosk used in the customer and queue management systems.

This pilot system was successful in testing many usability and efficiency aspects of the voter registration and voting processes described above. Voters were able to use the kiosk and cast their votes in a timely fashion and with minimal directions.

Later pilots concentrated on developing the required cryptographic programs. We have evaluated the performance of these programs and reached three main conclusions; (i) The voting kiosks can encrypt the ballot and generate ZK proofs in acceptable time; (ii) Tallying votes takes negligible time compared with verifying the vote validity and authenticity; (iii) For large elections, this verification takes long time and should be sped up through parallel processing.
5.1 System Features

The following paragraphs explain how the system features satisfy each of the nine system requirements.

**Accuracy:** S-Vote uses secure computers, signed packages, and validated voter list. The votes cast cannot be altered or deleted without detection. They are exported from the kiosks to the central register. Both ends are secure computers and the votes are transferred in signed packages. Any alteration or deletion during this transfer is detected by the central register. Missing kiosk packages are detected as the central register keeps the list of used kiosks and voting receipts are published. In case some ineligible votes are present in these packages, the central register does not count them because it only counts the votes of the voters listed in the final voter list and pass validity and authenticity checks.

**Democracy:** Eligible voters’ authentication is securely carried out using fingerprints and smartcards. Only the real owner of the smartcard ID can cast her vote on the kiosk. This identity check is automated without the need for human involvement. And only the votes of the eligible voters are counted by the central register. Any voter can only vote once because the kiosk stores the ballot type ID on the smartcard preventing the smartcard holder from voting again. Even when this ID is somehow removed from the smartcard, the central register only counts one vote for each voter in the final tally. Multiple votes from the same voter are detected by the central register and published.

**Privacy:** S-Vote uses encrypted ballots that cannot be decrypted by a single party. The homomorphic property of Paillier cryptosystem is used to tally the ballots without decrypting them. Only the final tally is decrypted through a distributed threshold decryption scheme that involves multiple parties. The voting receipt cannot be decoded to retrieve the vote because this receipt is encrypted digest of the encrypted ballot and the ZK proof.
Verifiability: S-Vote publishes the encrypted ballots, ZK proofs, and voting receipts and uses a paper trail [5, 6, 22, 56]. Anyone can download the eligible ballots from the publishing server and verify the announced tally. Any voter can verify that her vote has reached the final tally through searching for her voting receipts among the published receipts by her ID. The paper trail of ballots deposited in the ballot boxes can be used to verify the electronic results. However, some of these ballots are ineligible for several reasons and are not counted by the central register. For example, a ballot is ineligible when it comes from an ineligible voter. These ballots can be discarded in a physical ballot count when the kiosk gives each ballot a random unique number and when the central register exports the list of ineligible ballots. This physical ballot counting can be sped through using man and machine readable ballots. Paper trails also provide the system with redundancy, thereby making it more robust [6].

Security: The features mentioned above allow the system to securely achieve the accuracy, democracy, and privacy requirements. The use of open source software provides superior secure, reliable, and robust voting software. Software problems and vulnerabilities are detected and solved faster. And the use of secure offline computers for the sensitive system components eliminates all electronic attacks on these components and enhances availability. Moreover, the hardware locks and seals prevent many physical attacks and allow detection of these attacks when committed.

Data exchange among the system components is also secure. Receivers always verify the authenticity and integrity of received data as the exchanged data is digitally signed using hashing and PKC. Furthermore, stored data is secured through replication, digests, and backup as described in the previous sections.

Acceptance: The constituency and candidates are likely to accept the system that achieves the above five requirements. This acceptance is enhanced through providing them with the system’s source code and allowing them to check it for any vulnerabilities. Another method to enhance acceptance is using the e-voting system in conducting less critical elections or opinion polls before using it in critical, nation-wide elections. Such elections might be directed at selecting most important historical figures or best sites to visit. Another good bulwark against constituency resistance to the new system is providing them with the feel of the old system, namely, paper ballots. Although adding a paper trail endures additional costs, it is essential to gain acceptance at the early stages of the system adoption and maintain needed verifiability.

Flexibility: A major flexibility feature in S-Vote is a result of using flexible XML descriptions for the ballots [53]. The central register software allows designing any ballot. The voting kiosks import and use the designed ballot forms that are included in the kiosk voting kit. S-Vote supports multiple election types including single vote, limited vote, and approval vote [29]. As the smartcard holds the voter’s precinct ID, the kiosk offers the voter the correct ballot according to her precinct. However, when the same system is used in multiple electoral processes, the kiosk cannot rely on one precinct ID. The voter precinct overrides described in Section 4 can specify the ballot that the voter should fill irrespective of the voting precinct. When the national e-voting system is used in electoral processes that include noncitizens, special expatriate smartcard IDs should be distributed.
As all data needed in a vote casting is available on the smartcard and the kiosk, S-Vote allows the voter to vote in any voting center. There is no need to force the voter to appear in a specific voting center that might be far or overcrowded.

S-Vote supports universality through allowing ballots in multiple languages, catering for voters with special needs, and accommodating illiterate people. Illiterates are presented special graphical directions showing candidates’ photos or symbols and supported by audio instructions through headphones.

Cost effectiveness: Licensing costs are reduced by using free software and operating systems. S-Vote uses commodity and cheap technologies. For example, it uses fingerprint readers instead of iris scanners for the cost advantage of the former.

Scalability: S-Vote achieves scalability through using a building block (voting kiosk) that can be deployed in various numbers. The major challenge is to provide enough voting kiosks that allow all voters to cast their votes within the limited election period. We estimate that one voting kiosk can serve from 500 to 1,000 voters in a day. This throughput can only be achieved through clear and streamlined kiosk user interface. Depending on the electorate size, the election committee has to provide a suitable number of voting kiosks distributed over voting centers. Aggregating results of a large election in the central register can be sped up through electronically transferring the ballots exported from the kiosks. There is no need to physically deliver the removable storage containing the ballots package exported from the kiosk because the ballots are encrypted and this package is signed. The large computing load of verifying vote validity and authenticity in large countries is manageable and should be handled through parallel processing.

5.2 Threat Analysis

The previous discussion explains how S-Vote eliminates or mitigates many security threats. Threats to the system’s assets can be physical or through the network, from inside or outside actors, with deliberate motives or accidental, and cause information disclosure, results modification, data loss, or service interruption [3]. S-Vote faces these threats throughout its life cycle. Table 3 summarizes some countermeasures used by S-Vote to face some of the important threats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Threats</th>
<th>Countermeasures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product development</td>
<td>Trojan horses, buggy software</td>
<td>Open source software, proper software development methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation and setup</td>
<td>Tampered software or hardware, bad ballot forms</td>
<td>Secure setup processes, certified software, signed setup kits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use by voters</td>
<td>Ineligible voters, multiple votes, denial of service attacks</td>
<td>Biometrics, smartcards, secure computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer &amp; vote tallying</td>
<td>Tampered ballots, privacy attacks, incorrect tallying</td>
<td>Signed packages, encryption, ZK proofs, publication of results and ballots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, Trojan horses embedded in the source code during the system development stage are likely to be discovered in the open-source approach. Installation and setup threats are reduced when installing only certified software and when using digitally signed setup kits, e.g., the kiosk setup kit is signed by the central register. The voter cannot vote without a valid smartcard ID and matched fingerprint; the kiosks allow one vote per smartcard; and denial of service attacks on the kiosks and the central register are avoided as they are not connected with a network. Transfer threats are mitigated through transferring signed packages, thus, any tampering will be discovered; privacy is maintained as ballots are encrypted and no single party has the key; and multiple votes and votes of voters not in the final voter list are discovered and removed in the final tally.

The following paragraphs describe additional selected attacks and their solution.

If the registrar’s private key $K_r$ is stolen to make fake smartcards, votes using these cards will not be counted because the data of the fake voters will not reach the civil database and the central register. Hence, these voters will not appear in the final voter list. If this key is stolen to alter smartcards, the central register defeats this threat as it uses the original data exported from the official registrar in the tallying process.

If the custody chain fails and a fake $K_r$ key is delivered to the central register, the conspirators could insert fake enrollment records. However, the central register keeps a list of used registrars and imports enrollment records using one public key per registrar. Therefore, if the conspirators manage to insert fake $K_r$ key and enrollment records, the records of the eligible voters enrolled through the official registrar will not appear in the published voter list and the conspiracy will be discovered.

Stealing the kiosk’s private key $K_k$ or delivering fake $K_k$ is useless without smartcards to sign the ballots. However, stealing this key with vote selling is fought when the central register allows importing only one signed package per kiosk. If the kiosk’s signed file is replaced, voters through the official kiosk will discover this when they don’t find their voting receipts on the publication server.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a powerful and efficient e-voting system that satisfies the various requirements of e-voting systems. S-Vote relies on specific components to register voters and conduct electoral processes. The enrollment workstations and registrar computers are used to capture voter data and issue signed smartcards. The voter lists are aggregated in the central register that additionally prepares ballots and tallies votes. Voter lists and ballots are transparently published on the publishing server without jeopardizing the voter privacy. The voters use electronic voting kiosks with suitable user interface to authenticate their identities and to fill electronic ballots. These kiosks have smartcard readers, fingerprint scanners, and thermal printers.

S-Vote uses public key cryptography and hashing techniques for privacy, authentication, and validating data integrity. The used smartcards hold the fingerprint templates and allow access when the template of the scanned finger matches the stored template. They also sign the encrypted ballots for authentication and hold voting receipts. These receipts prevent multiple voting and are means for voters to verify that their votes have reached the final tally. The votes are encrypted using homomorphic cryptosystem that
allows tallying the ballots without decrypting them, thus preserving the voters’ privacy. The final encrypted tally is decrypted by multiple parties who have secret shares of the decryption key. The selection of these parties minimizes the chance that they would conspire to violate the voters’ privacy.

S-Vote uses open source software to enhance voter and candidate acceptance, reduce costs, and improve security and robustness. S-Vote also uses a collection of secure components to eliminate or reduce security attacks. These computers are not networked, run signed and certified software, and are physically locked and sealed.

The implemented pilot systems permitted testing important technologies and processes used in S-Vote. The results are very promising. A small election process has been conducted efficiently and the user feedback about the voting experience is extremely positive. The kiosk can perform the required vote encryption and ZK proof generation in reasonable time. However, the central register needs parallel processing to verify vote validity and authenticity in large countries.

For the future work, we would like to extend the pilot implementation to a full implementation that covers all aspects of the proposed system including parallel processing of vote validity and authenticity checks. Before adopting S-Vote on a national scale, we would like to test it on a medium election like electing the student union at a university.

Moreover, we would like to explore integrating internet voting with S-Vote and integrating other applications on the same smartcard, e.g., digital signatures and medical information.
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